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Applications for Oil Cleaner Cart

The FE portable oil cleaner cart provides a convenient portable mode of off-line oil cleaning. Use it

with your in-plant machinery and mobile hydraulic equipment to achieve and maintain proper ISO

cleanliness level.

The cleaner cart can also be configured as a portable filter system to help supplement existing

filtration on a specific hydraulic application. Due to its portability, the oil cleaning system can be

moved from machine to machine.

Two units of Triple R bypass oil cleaners can provide coarse / fine particle removal or, install the

optional water absorbing element to obtain particulate and water removal.

Whether it is used for new oil or used oil, the oil cleaner cart ensures the cleanest oil possible for 

increased equipment life.

The FE Portable Oil Cleaner Cart is designed with performance, convenience and safety in mind.

Its value added features make it the best choice to protect your machinery and equipment from

breakdowns caused by contamination.

 Guaranteed clean oil achieve oil cleanliness of NAS 7 - ISO 16/14/11, or better

 Conditioning oil that is already in use

 Complimenting existing system filtration

 Removing free water and moisture from a system

 Removing varnish and tar - the cause of sticking valves

 For use with fluids such as hydraulic, gear and lube oils

Typical Fluid Cleanliness Level Requirements

Many manufacturers of hydraulic components have established fluid cleanliness levels for their 

components. Using a portable cleaner cart can be a very effective way to reach and maintain these 

cleanliness levels.
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Features

Triple R element (not shown)

 available for both particulate and water removal

Integrated safety relief valve (not shown)

 protects against over pressurizing

* Clear braided hoses

   visually shows fluid flowing

* Oil sampling valve

   monitors cleaner performance and cleanliness of oil *Optional
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Specifications

Maximum Recommended Fluid Viscosity :   500 SUS / 108 cSt

Compatibility :   Mineral Based Fluid

Operating Temperature :   -10˚F to +150˚F / -23˚C to +65˚C

Electrical Service Required :   220/440 Volt, 50/60 Hz, 3 phase

Electric Motor :   200 W, 4 pole

T-Rotor Pump :   50Hz - 6.7 ℓ/min @ 1,500 rpm

    60Hz - 8.1 ℓ/min @ 1,800 rpm

Safety Relief Valve Setting :   5 kg/cm² 

Weight :   55 kg

Dimensions
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Ordering Code

Model Flow Rate Filter Cleaner Option

FE-OCC 67 25 M  -

Flow Rate Filter

67 D 10

25 D

Power Supply

V1 Cleaner

V2 M D

V3 D W

V4

Option

Suction Filter Omit D

1

2

D Standard scope of supply

y Shipped fully assembled, tested & ready to use 

Element Replacement 

The FE portable oil cleaner cart is designed with the very popular filter and cleaner assembly to

provide the user with a wide range of element choice.

Element ordering code: 

A-Ryung

 

(as above)

Ordering Code         

(for element)
Make

Code
Item

FE-12000610
Filter Element

FE-120002DF

FE-120014

FE-120013
Cleaner Element

FE-12000725

Suction Filter

DF

Power Supply

V1

Oil Sampling Valve

Select one option from each table below

Clear Braided Hose (2 meters)

water caughh 400 mℓ

water caughh 1,800 mℓ

Spin-On / 10 micron

Spin-On / 25 micron

6.7 ℓ/min

220 VAC / 60 Hz

None

220 VAC / 50 Hz

Double Face / Wire Mesh / 100 mmDF D

440 VAC / 50 Hz

440 VAC /60 Hz

M

W

Suction Filter Element

Parker

Triple R
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Frequently Ask Questions

1)  What is Oil Cleaner Cart (OCC)?

      Oil Cleaner Cart or OCC is portable cleaning device that is very convenient and easy to use with your 

      in-plant machinery and mobile hydraulic equipment that using mineral based fluid. It serves as 

      supplement to any existing filtration on a specific hydraulic application with viscosity of oil up to 108 cst. 

2)  When do you need to change your oil?

      Lubrication, deterioration and malfunction are due to damages caused by contamination. In this condition 

      contaminated oil will normally be replaced with new oil because it is dirty and to avoid further damages

      to your system. But with OCC, you don’t have to throw away your oil. Instead, you may clean it and reuse it.

3)  Does OCC same as other inline filter?

      Any standard hydraulic system has a filter and filter supplier may easily be found anywhere. However,

      with OCC it not only just filters your oil. It can guarantee perfect clean oil for your system by removing

      all the particles that are not removed by conventional filters. 

4)  How does OCC filter and clean the oil?

      With OCC, your oil will go through 2 stages of filtrations. The first stage will do a pre-cleaning of oil to 

      remove big particles. The second stage of filtering will not only filter but also clean your oil by removing

      solid particle, absorb water, remove sludge and other oil oxidation residues. 

5)  What makes OCC more efficient and effective compare to other inline filter?

      Two units of Triple R bypass oil cleaner are installed in this OCC whereby it operates simultaneously.

      The thickness of the filter medium is 114mm which is different and severally thicker than other 

      conventional inline filter. Because of its specially designed cellulose medium, it allows absorption of 

      water and oxidation residues.

6)  How can OCC help in your investment?

      OCC can save your maintenance expenditure. With its filtration specialty, the cleaning process can be 

      performed. This will save almost 50 percent of your oil cost, where no extra manpower, no rent and 

      no additional charges need to apply. Additionally, OCC support the environment.

7)  Does OCC effortless to use?

      OCC is easy to use with your hydraulic system. It is low running cost and easy installation and 

      maintenance. Owing to its portability, it also can be removed from one machine to another. 

8)  When is to change the element?

      Besides Triple R oil cleaner, standard OCC is installed with Parker filter whereby the pressure gauge is 

      equipped together. The gauge is for easier to check the element contamination level and let you 

      know when is to change the element.  

9)  How can this cleaning device affect the life of your oil?

      With OCC, oil contamination level is kept at a 50 to 100 time lower concentration. Cleanliness of oil 

      can reach up to 67 times cleaner and 67 times less contaminant which gives a longer life to oil. A 

      normal period of changing oil with conventional filters will require every two months. Nonetheless, 

      with OCC, it require once every six months.

10) Does the cleaned oil reach the standard of international requirement?

      Many manufacturers want to protect their machinery and equipment from breakdown caused by 

      contamination. OCC effectively guarantee the standard cleanliness of oil grade by ISO of 16/14/11 

      and NAS standard of 7 or better. This cleaning cart can also be very effective to reach and maintain 

      the cleanliness level of other components of the system. This will improves machine reliability and 

      productivity. 
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A true testament to the efficiency of Triple R Oil Cleaner
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Guaranteed Clean Oil

Triple R guarantees an oil cleanliness of NAS 

7 - ISO 16/14/11, or better
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